
CHILD SCREENING CHECKLIST PRESENT HOW OFTEN DOES IT OCCUR HOW BAD DOES IT USUALLY GET

Issue: Yes No Not often or 
sometimes

More often than 
not

Most or all of 
the time

Not so bad, 
tolerable

Pretty bad, not 
tolerable

Very bad, awful or 
terrible

1.    Trouble with math, reading, writing, speaking
2.    Trouble expressing himself or understanding others
3.    Trouble with coordination, gross or fine motor skills
4.    Trouble with stuttering or stammering
5.    Trouble with eye contact
6.    Awkward, strange or bland facial expression
7.    Awkward or strange or unusual body postures
8.    Awkward or strange gestures
9.    Awkward, strange, or inappropriate social interaction
10.Has no friends
11.Trouble making friends
12.Trouble keeping friends
13.Lack of interest in people
14.Trouble initiating or holding a conversation
15.Lack of make-believe play (let’s pretend)
16.Lack of social imitative play (teacher, doctor)
17.Preoccupation with parts of objects
18.Repetitive movements
19.Inflexible adherence to specific routines
20.Focused on patterns
21.Loss of social skills, motor skills, language skills
22.Makes careless mistakes
23.Has difficulty sustaining attention in a task or play
24.Seems to not listen when directly spoken to
25.Does not follow through on instructions
26.Avoids tasks that require sustained attention (homework)
27.Loses important things like toys, homework, books, shoes
28.Is easily distracted
29.Is forgetful of daily routines
30.Fidgets with hands of feet or squirms in seat
31.Does not follow expectations for a given situation
32.Runs or climbs in situations where it is inappropriate
33.Difficulty playing quietly
34.My child acts as if he or she is “driven by a motor”
35.Talks excessively
36.Blurts out answers before questions have been completed
37.Has difficulty awaiting his turn
38.Interrupts or intrudes on others
39.Bullies, threatens, or intimidates others
40.Initiates physical fights
41.Has used a weapon that can cause serious harm
42.Has been physically cruel to people
43.Has been physically cruel to animals
44.Has stolen while confronting a victim



45.Has forced someone into sexual activity
46.Has set fire with intent to cause serious damage
47.Has deliberately destroyed someone’s property
48.Has broken into someone’s house, car, building
49.Has stolen items of serious value (Shoplifting)
50.Stays out late at night despite parental objections
51.Run away from home overnight
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52.Argues or loses temper
53.Argues with adults
54.Defiant or refuses to follow with adults’ requests
55.Deliberately annoys people
56.Blames others for his/her mistakes or misbehavior
57.Touchy and easily annoyed by others
58.Angry and resentful
59.Spiteful or vindictive
60.Eats paint, drywall, or other non-food objects/substances
61.Has tics or tremors, sudden movements or vocalizations
62.Wets bed at night
63.West pants or clothes while awake, during the day
64.Gets upset when parent or parents might leave home
65.Worries about losing or harm coming to parent(s)
66.Worries about being separated from parent(s)
67.Refusal to go to school because of separation from parent
68.Fearful to be alone without parent(s) in the room
69.Refusal to go to sleep without being near parent(s)
70.Nightmares about being separated from parents
71.Complains of headaches
72.Complains of stomach aches
73.Complains of muscle aches
74.Complains of shortness of breath or pounding heart
75.Has vague complaints of not feeling well
76.Will not speak in social situations
77.Seems too friendly with people or strangers
78.Seems too distant or withdrawn
79.Has specific fears (clowns, dolls, basement, spiders, etc…)
80.Difficulty falling asleep
81.Difficulty staying asleep or gets up too early
82.Has nightmares or night terrors, or walks in sleep
83.Does not seem to eat enough (or has lost lots of weight)
84.Eats too much or binge eats (or has gained lots of weight)
85.Seems sad
86.Seems irritable, angry, annoyed
87.Seems nervous, tense or worried
88.Drinks alcohol (or concerned that they are)
89.Smokes marijuana (or concerned that they are)
90. Does other drugs (or concerned that they are)
91.“self-mutilates,” cuts self, burns self, or harms self in other ways
92. Suicidal or homicidal – makes threats to hurt self or others


